
Insulated container and roll Ergo 600 – 725 – 795 –  900  

The versions 600, 725, 795 and 900 have 
been developed specifically for the 
transport of fresh or frozen goods, trips of 
short-medium term. In the standard 
configuration the base is suggested with 
2 fixed and 2 swivel castors, the overall 
dimensions are limited and the reinforced 
frame structure is designed to absorb and 
distribute the force generated by non-
predictable impacts in the manual 
handling stages. The closure in 4 or 6 
points allows reliable insulation system 
for goods preservation at a controlled 
temperature, with computable and 
guaranteed data by ATP TuV certifications, 
which all models are subject. A wide 
range of available accessories allows to 
customize the containers and to satisfy 
the specific needs.  

Model Code Overall dimensions Usable inside 
dimensions Weight Capacity  K Value  

Ergo 600 IS00004FGA0802 750 X 810 X 1745 mm 609 X 657 X 1416 mm Kg 82 Lt 600 0,37 W/m2k 
 

Ergo 725 - 750 x 945 x 1745 mm 604 x 808 x 1406 mm Kg 87 Lt 725 0,37 W/m2k 
 

Ergo 795 - 750 x 945 x 1890 mm 604 x 811 x 1570 mm Kg 90 Lt 795 0,37 W/m2k 
 

Ergo 900 -   800 x 1200 x 1860 mm   612 x 1024 x 1444 mm Kg 150 Lt 900 0,29 W/m2k 
 

 

Accessories  
 
Indoor or outdoor thermometer: in order to check th e 
temperature of goods. 
 
Polyethylene plate: convenient blackboard where fixi ng 
destinations, messages, labels, etc. 
 
Plastic thread document pocket: convenient to reach for 
checks and inspection. 
 
Side and back reinforced strip to protect against sh ocks: 
further reinforcement of critical points subject to  constant 
shocks in the manual handling or not. 
 
Base with metal feet: availability to choose a pall etized base 
with metal legs  

 
Base with metal feet: availability to choose a pall etized 
base with metal legs 
 
Stop door during load operations with integrated 
magnet or outdoor rubber hook: 2 solutions in order  to 
keep the hatch anchored to the outdoor wall during 
operations of load, unload and cleaning. 
 
Additional handle for exterior door. 
 
Light shelf for eutectic plate or dry ice, load max . 30 Kg: 
it is located in the upper grove and can host the e utectic 
plate. 
 
Heavy shelf for goods, load max. 150 kg: separate 
goods or its weight, in order to avoid crushing pro blems 
especially for products with delicate packs.  

 


